three objects and remember its location. After a delay, another display of three objects appeared and the monkeys released a lever if the target was in the same location as in the previous display. The activity of most PF neurons reflected the attributes of the target only; the selecting sensory information. To benefit from past exStudies of the neural basis of PF function in monkeys perience, we must be able to select (recall) stored knowlhave focused primarily on active short-term, or working, edge. Watanabe (1996) demonstrated this ability in PF memory. They have revealed that when a delay is imposed between a visual stimulus and a response based on it, many PF neurons show sustained stimulus-related activity (Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Fuster, 1995). Because sensory inputs are often fleeting, this short-term maintenance may be fundamental to many cognitive functions. However, complex behavior requires more than temporary storage. Relevant sensory inputs need to be selected and integrated with other information common to the goal at hand. Also needed are the executive mechanisms that determine, for example, which stimuli are relevant and should be selected. Much less is known about the neural basis of these higher functions. Here, I briefly review some recent studies that are beginning to provide some insight into the role of the PF cortex in selection, integration, and learning associations. Selection In many views of cognition, the type of executive control thought to be mediated by the PF cortex is synonymous with attentional selection, that is, the ability to voluntarily focus awareness on certain sensory inputs, thoughts, or actions. Selection is necessary because higher-order 
argue that rule learning is a cardinal PF a lever. Thus, they had to simultaneously remember both what and where. About half of the PF neurons engaged function, and the variety of deficits following PF damage arises from its loss. by this task showed activity that reflected both attributes. They were highly object selective yet had discrete Rule learning depends on forming arbitrary associations between disparate, but behaviorally related, inforreceptive fields (on average about 9Њ) that were distributed throughout a wide portion of the visual field. Thus, mation. We learn that "red" means "stop," for example. The PF cortex seems well positioned to play a role in they could simultaneously convey an object's identity and its precise location, just what the task demanded. associative learning. It is interconnected with all sensory systems, with the motor system, and with limbic strucOther studies have also found that many PF neurons can process both object identity and location. recorded PF activity while monkeys learned to associate particular movements with particular visual stimuli. They This, of course, does not necessarily mean that the PF cortex is functionally uniform. Different PF regions learned to saccade to the right after one object was presented and saccade to the left after another object Conclusions was presented. Once this was acquired, monkeys had Recent studies have shown that, consistent with their to then learn the reverse, that is, to saccade leftward putative role in the highest level of cognitive function, after presentation of the object that had previously been PF neurons have complex response properties that are associated with a rightward saccade and vice versa.
highly dependent on, and shaped by, task demands. Many lateral PF neurons were selectively activated by They selectively process and integrate information needed particular combinations of objects and saccade direcfor a common behavioral goal. Thus, its extensive contions. For example, a given cell might only be strongly nections and the ability of its neurons to be modified activated when object "A" instructed "saccade left" and by experience may allow the PF cortex to play a role in not when object "B" instructed the same saccade or knitting together behaviorally relevant associations, a when object "A" instructed another saccade. Further, process needed for acquisition of "rules" that guide this property developed during learning. At first, activity goal-directed behavior. This may result in a representarelated to the direction of the saccade appeared only tion of context, a template of a previously successful just before the saccade at the end of the trial. As monconfiguration of sensory and response-related informakeys learned the associations, however, saccade-related tion that biases processing in other brain regions in favor activity appeared progressively earlier on each trial, of task-relevant information. Such complicated and malmerging with activity related to the stimulus presentaleable activity would be expected for a region so closely tion, evident at the start of the trial. Bichot et al. (1996) linked with the complexity and flexibility that are the found that when monkeys were trained to saccade to a hallmarks of primate behavior. target of a particular color, neurons in the frontal eye fields (a PF region whose neurons convey spatial inforSelected Reading mation about forthcoming volitional saccades) became selective for that color. Watanabe (1992) trained mon-
